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was before me. How different it is now, just ten years afterwards.
But then there was a glamour and enchantment about the first view
of the shining skte roofs of Builth and the bridge and the winding
reaches of the broad and shining river which even now cling about
the place and have never quite been dispelled. A strange fascination,
a beautiful enchantment hangs over Builth and the town is magically
transfigured still.
Oh, Aberedw, Aberedw. Would God I might dwell and die by
thee. Memory enters in and brings back the old time in a clear vision
and waking dream, and again I descend from the high moor's half
encircling sweep and listen to the distant murmur of the river as it
foams down the ravine from its home in the Green Cwm and its
cradle in the hills. Once more I stand by the riverside and look up at
the clifT castle towers and mark the wild roses swinging from the
crag and watch the green woods waving and shimmering with a
twinkling dazzle as they rustle in the breeze and shining of the sum-
mer afternoon, while here and there a grey crag peeps from among
the tufted trees. And once again I hear the merry voices and laughter
of the children as they clamber down the cHflfpath among the bushes
or along the rock ledges of the riverside or climb the Castle Mount,
or saunter along the narrow green meadow tree-fringed and rock-
bordered and pass in and out of Llewellyn's cave, or gather wood
and light the fire amongst the rocks upon the moor, or loiter down
the valley to Cavan Twm Bach and cross the shining ferry at sunset,
when the evening shadows lie long and still across the broad reaches
of the river. Oh, Aberedw, Aberedw.
Holy Thursday, 6 May
John Couzens says he is very fond of dry bread, as dry and hard
as he can get it. 'When I was out mowing/ he said, 1 used to throw
my wallet and my victuals on the swath and let the sun bless it from
bait to bait. J wanted it all crust.*
Expectation Sunday, 9 May
I went out late last night to lock the white gate. The wind had
dropped and all was still, save for the occasional slow dripping of the
trees after the last heavy shower. Against the clean bright sky every
leaf and twig stood out with marvellous distinctness, and as I
approached the gate the moonlight streamed in up the avenue, dark
with foliage, from the wide empty open Common, like moonlight

